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Background

For the purpose of informing WASH program design and monitoring household indicators, a knowledge,
attitudes, and practices (KAP) survey shall be conducted after six months from the onset of any emergency
and repeated on an annual basis. This paper is intended to support emergency operations, to help identify
critical gaps in WASH services during the first six months of an emergency. When choosing a method to
assess water sanitation and hygiene (WASH) indicators at refugee camps, there are important trade-offs
to consider. In general, you have two options: (1) survey fewer households for less precise estimates of
WASH service levels or (2) survey more households for more precise estimates. If fewer households are
surveyed, you save time and costs during data collection, however the results are less precise and may
require an intervention (which would require time and money) when one may not actually be necessary.
It is recommended that data on the core WASH indicators are collected on a weekly basis for at least
the first three months or for the duration of the acute emergency, whichever is longer. Beyond this acute
emergency phase, data collection should occur at least twice per month for six months, when the KAP
study is carried out. The critical gaps can be identified through a rapid household survey following the
recommendations provided in this paper.

Study Goal

The goal of this study was to evaluate the following sampling strategies with a 60 household (HH) sample size
for rapid assessments of water, sanitation, and hygiene (WASH) services in refugee camps in emergencies:
 300 HH systematic sample with a random start point (i.e. the “gold standard”);
 60 HH simple random sample;
 60 HH systematic sample with a random start point;
 60 HH 30×2 cluster sample (30 random start points and 2 HH per cluster)1

Methods

The goal of this study was accomplished by: i) applying mathematical theory; ii) analyzing data collected
from a previous study carried out in 2013, from three different refugee camps in Ethiopia (using the 300
HH gold standard survey approach), and iii) by completing 10,000 simulations for each sampling method
on hypothetical populations derived from the 300 HH survey data. More details about the methods are
provided in the main report.

Findings

The following are the main findings that resulted from the present study:
1. Surveys with sample sizes of 60 HH can be used in emergencies instead of the “gold standard”
300 HH samples to evaluate WASH services in refugee camps with respect to the UNHCR standard
indicators.2 All 60 HH sampling approaches resulted in accurate estimates, although the precision
varied. Thus, the thresholds should be revised to comply with UNHCR standard indicators and “err on
the side of safety” due to the differences in the margins of error associated with 60 HH and 300 HH
samples. Table 1 shows these recommended thresholds for each sampling approach.
2. The sampling strategy with the most consistent precision will always be simple random sampling.
However, for WASH rapid surveys in emergencies with 60 HH, systematic sampling results in similar
precision (with refugee camp populations, systematic sampling may even result in smaller margins of
error than simple random). For the 60 HH samples to assess WASH services, simple random sampling
and systematic random sampling produced nearly equal results.

1		 Other cluster sizes such as 20×3 and 15×4 were also evaluated; results are presented in the main report
2		 http://wash.unhcr.org/unhcr-wash-standards-and-indicators-for-refugee-settings/
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3. In the field during emergency situations, it may be more practical to collect data using a cluster
sampling approach. However, if this approach is used, the following cautions should be taken to avoid
misleading results:
a. Cluster sampling results in higher margins of error than random and systematic sampling. Use
revised thresholds for standard indicators (see Table 1).
b. The 30×2 cluster design may be used to assess the WASH service indicators shown in Table 1
during emergency situations. Cluster sampling with 60 HH is not recommended in post-emergency
situations, where the 300 HH “gold standard” sample should be used instead.
c. Clusters should be chosen based on a random sample of 30 HHs in the camp. These 30 randomlyselected HH serve as 30 “start points”. Surveyors will start at that HH, and choose a second nearby
HH by spinning a bottle, walking in that direction, skipping a few HHs, and then choosing a HH
to survey. Non-contiguous HHs should be used if possible. If choosing 30 random “start points”
is difficult in emergency situations, then additional research is recommended to field-test more
practical methods to define and select clusters (for example, using GPS to select physical start
points). Additional research is also recommended to monitor the precision and accuracy of WASH
indicators in a wider variety of camps (the recommendations presented here are based only on data
collected in 2013 from three camps in Ethiopia).

Table 1. Thresholds required to meet UNHCR standards based on each sampling approach
Description

UNHCR
Standards

Thresholds for taking corrective action
300 HH systematic
“Gold Standard”

60 HH random
or systematic

60 HH
30×2 cluster

15 L/p/d
(emergency)

< 16.3 L/p/d

< 17.8 L/p/d

< 18.2 L/p/d

20 L/p/d (postemergency)

< 21.3 L/p/d

Number of households with
storage capacity less than 10 L/p
(% indicator)

< 30% (emergency)

> 73 out of 300
HH

< 20% (postemergency)

> 45 out of 300
HH

Number of households that
do not have access to soap (%
indicator)

< 30% (emergency)

> 73 out of 300
HH

< 10% (postemergency)

> 19 out of 300 HH

Number of households without
handwashing knowledge (%
indicator)

< 30% (emergency)

> 73 out of 300
HH

< 10% (postemergency)

> 19 out of 300 HH

Number of households that
do not defecate in a toilet (%
indicator)

< 40% (emergency)

> 102 out of 300
HH

< 15% (postemergency)

> 32 out of 300
HH

Overall average liters of water
collected per person daily
(numerical indicator)
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Not recommended
> 10 out of 60 HH

> 9 out of 60 HH

Not recommended
> 10 out of 60 HH

> 10 out of 60 HH

Not recommended
> 10 out of 60 HH

> 10 out of 60 HH

Not recommended
> 16 out of 60 HH

> 15 out of 60 HH

Not recommended
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Table 1. Thresholds required to meet UNHCR standards based on each sampling approach (cont.)
UNHCR
Standards

Description

Overall average number
of people per toilet
(numerical indicator)

When to
use each
sampling
approach?

Thresholds for taking corrective action
300 HH systematic
“Gold Standard”

60 HH random
or systematic

60 HH
30×2 cluster

< 50 ppl per toilet
(emergency)

> 47 ppl per toilet

> 44 ppl per toilet

> 43 ppl per toilet

< 20 ppl per toilet
(post-emergency)

> 17 ppl per toilet

Not recommended

300 HH systematic “gold standard”: KAP surveys, post-emergency situations (camp population must be
known)
60 HH simple random: emergency situations (if the approximate camp population can be estimated)
60 HH systematic: emergency situations (camp population must be known)
30×2 cluster: emergency situations (camp population must be knowni)

i		 It may be possible to use the 30×2 cluster sampling approach even if the population is unknown; however additional studies with field-based
verification is recommended to determine appropriate methods to choose the random start points.

The thresholds in Table 1 should be interpreted as follows. For numerical indicators (volume of water
collected per person per day or number of people per toilet), calculate the overall average from the
sample collected (60 HH or 300 HH) and then compare that value to the threshold shown in Table 1.
For binary indicators (e.g. households with ≥10 liters per person storage capacity), corrective action is
warranted if more than the specified number of households do not comply with the goal (see example in
Box A).

Box A: Example of using thresholds to assess WASH indicators with respect to
the UNHCR standards based on a 30×2 cluster sample approach
You are assessing compliance with UNHCR standard WASH indicators for a refugee camp during
an acute emergency situation using a 30×2 cluster sampling approach with two surveyors working
simultaneously. You choose 30 start points randomly within the camp. The surveyors travel to each
start point, and each surveyor surveys one HH, then they move on to the next start point and sample
one HH each, until they complete surveys at a total of 60 HHs.
From those 60 HHs, you calculate that the average volume of water collected per person in the 60 HH
surveyed is 17.9 L/p/d, and you find that 10 HH out of the 60 HH surveyed did not have access to soap.
The measured average volume of water collected per person (17.9 L/p/d) is lower than the threshold
value in Table 1 (18.2 L/p/d). Therefore, even though it is greater than 15 (the UNHCR standard),
corrective action is still warranted because of the lower precision associated with the 30×2 cluster
sampling approach. This threshold ensures compliance with the UNHCR standard, while erring on
the side of caution. For the soap indicator, the threshold is > 10 out of 60 HH. Because you measured
exactly 10 HH, you are in compliance with the UNHCR standard. If you had measured 11 HH, this would
have been greater than 10 HH, and corrective action would have been warranted to comply with the
UNHCR standard.
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Recommendations for Future Work

The overall quality of a survey is a product of the quality of the sampling approach (which has been
addressed in this study) and the quality of the administration of the survey (which was NOT included within
the scope of this study). Even with a sound sampling approach, survey results can also become biased
due to any of the following reasons:
 A bias can be introduced if the surveyors find that nobody is home at a HH that is supposed to be
surveyed, and so they choose a different nearby HH to replace the first one on the basis that several
people are home.
Instead, the surveyors should follow up with the HH until they find someone home. If the house is still
vacant after a day, they should draw a new HH randomly to replace the first one.
 A bias can be introduced if the survey respondent provides false information due to any reason (e.g.
if they perceive the subject to be too personal or taboo; if they tend to answer positively more often
than negatively or vice versa; if they tend to exaggerate needs in hope of receiving aid, or underexaggerate needs to avoid feelings of vulnerability or shame).
The survey questions should all be phrased exactly the same way at every household and every
camp. Techniques such as triangulation can be used to validate survey responses.
The present study focuses primarily on methods to account for the uncertainty associated with sample
size and sampling approach and, to a more limited extent, addresses the elimination of what is known as
sampling bias. It does not address what is known as response bias. Thus, it is important to understand
that the procedures carried out by the surveyors may be an equally important factor for determining the
reliability of statistical estimates. Future studies may be useful to provide clear guidance on the ideal
processes for reducing other types of biases that may affect the accuracy or precision of data addressing
UNHCR’s standard WASH indicators.
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1.0 Background
UNHCR and its partner organizations require reliable data that can be collected in a timely manner for
planning needs during emergencies. UNHCR utilizes household-based assessments of water, sanitation
and hygiene (WASH) services for millions of refugees worldwide. UNHCR has invested in the evaluation
of the most effective ways to collect data, including studies of different sampling approaches and the
frequency of data collection. Based on the time and resources available during acute emergencies, it was
determined that a sampling approach should be designed to maximize the potential for a 60 household
(HH) sample to estimate the level of WASH services during emergencies. This sample size is derived from
the capacity of two trained interviewers working two days. There is a need to understand the margin of
error associated with this sample size, to err on the side of caution when deciding if corrective actions
are needed.
A previous research study commissioned in 2013 by UNHCR assessed four different options for obtaining
60 HH samples (random, systematic, and 30×2 or 20×3 cluster), compared to 300 HH systematic sample.3
The authors of that study collected 300 HH systematic samples at six camps, then simulated the 60 HH
sampling methods by selecting subsets of 60 data points from the original 300 HH datasets using either
simple random sub-sampling (i.e., randomly selecting 60 of the 300 data points), systematic sub-sampling
(i.e., selecting a random HH from the first five, then drew every fifth data point until the draw spanned
the entire dataset), or cluster sub-sampling (i.e., selecting random pairs or trios of data points from the
300 data points along a skip interval in a way that spanned the entire dataset). One outcome from this
initial study was that the 60 HH sample size was adequate4 for numerical indicators (e.g. water volume
storage capacity), but that binary (yes/no) variables were less precisely measured with 60 HH samples.
The authors also noted considerable spatial variation in the level of services within camps, stating that
HHs with better services “clustered towards the center of the camp, while the periphery seemed to have
fewer services.” This initial study had several limitations. First, the 60 HH samples were not true samples
of the population, but rather subsets of the 300 HH samples. Second, each sampling approach was only
simulated five times, which is not enough to evaluate differences in the margin of error between the
different approaches. The authors acknowledged this, noting that such a small number of repetitions made
it “difficult to draw definitive conclusions about the relative advantages of each [60 HH sampling] method.”
Third, the simulations of cluster sampling in this initial report consisted of pairs or trios of contiguous
households, selected systematically in a way that spanned the entire camp. The authors did not calculate
the intracluster correlation coefficients (ICC), which directly affect the margins of error for cluster sampling
approaches.
The present study was commissioned to further evaluate 60 HH sampling approaches, and to develop
a method for sampling households in a camp where the total number of households is not known (which
happens sometimes during acute emergencies).

3		 The 300 HH systematic survey is considered to be the “gold standard” by UNHCR and is used for annual knowledge, attitude, and practices (KAP) surveys
at refugee camps and settlements.
4

It should be noted that the term “adequate” was not defined by the authors of this report.
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Definitions relevant for this working paper
precision: a measure of whether repeated surveys will tend
to show similar results (assuming conditions remain the same)
accuracy: a measure of how close survey results for a WASH
indicator are to that indicator’s true value in the entire camp
(the true population value)
margin of error: a measure of precision that implies that 95 out
of every 100 times you complete the survey, you will calculate
an average that will be within one margin of error from the true
average in the camp (e.g. the bullseye)
true population value: the true value that you would find for a
WASH indicator assuming that you were able to survey every
household in the entire camp.
UNHCR standards: the values specified by UNHCR that should be met by the entire population in the
camp.
threshold values: the survey results that are required to meet UNHCR standards for WASH indicators,
taking into account the precision of the sampling approach employed (and erring on the side of
caution).
sample estimate: the estimated value of a WASH indicator in the camp based only on the households
that are surveyed
systematic sample: a sample collected using a constant skip interval to choose households.
First, divide the total number of households in the camp (suppose 1,000 for example) by the number of
households to survey (assume 60; so 1,000 / 60 = ~17). Then choose a random number between 1 and
17, survey that household, skip 17 households to survey the next household, then skip 17 households to
survey the third one, etc., until you have completed a total of 60 households.
random sample: a sample collected such that every household in the camp has an equal probability of
being selected.
If you had a bowl containing the number of each household in the entire camp written down on tiny
pieces of paper, and you selected 60 pieces of paper, then those would be the 60 households to
survey. Random numbers can also be chosen using the Microsoft Excel command RANDBETWEEN.
30×2 cluster sample: a sample collected by surveying 30 random pairs of households.
Use RANDBETWEEN to select 30 random households in the camp. Survey those households and also
choose 30 other households located in the same blocks or zones as those initial 30 households (it is
probably better to choose non-contiguous households).
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2.0 Overall Goal and Objectives
The overall goal of this study was to evaluate the following sampling strategies with a 60 HH sample size
to use for rapid assessments of WASH services in refugee camps during emergencies, and to compare
their performance to a 300 HH systematic sample (considered to be the “gold standard”):





60 HH simple random sample;
60 HH systematic sample with a random start point;
60 HH cluster sample with random start points (30 clusters × 2 HH; 20 clusters × 3 HH, etc.);
60 HH random location sample (choosing HHs based on their physical location).

This goal was accomplished through the following five specific objectives: (1) Review the literature on
mathematical theories governing the different sampling strategies; (2) Generate census-level data for
“hypothetical” camp populations (for the first three sampling approaches, this was based on actual data
from KAP surveys completed in three camps in Ethiopia;5 for the random location sampling method,
this was based on data from the Progress database for two camps in Bangladesh); (3) Carry out 10,000
sampling simulations per sampling method to validate the theoretical considerations for each approach;
(4) Evaluate the precision and accuracy of the different sampling approaches and evaluate the advantages
and limitations of each method; and (5) determine what conditions will allow a 60 HH sample size to be
representative enough to evaluate key critical WASH indicators at refugee camps and settlements during
emergencies, and what would happen if these conditions were not respected.

5		 There were no census level WASH data available for a camp population. Therefore, census level “data” were generated for hypothetical camp populations
of 3,000 – 4,000 households, using real data from 300 HH surveys from the actual camps. These simulated census level “data” were then sorted by the
probabilities used to generate them, as a way to simulate spatial correlation, to study the impact of spatial correlation on the effectiveness of the sampling
approaches. For the evaluation of the random location sampling method, the hypothetical populations had data with the same average values, but different
correlations between More detailed information about the methods is provided in Annex A.
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3.0 Methods
3.1 Data sources and standard threshold indicators

Information about the following WASH indicators collected from systematic surveys (conducted in May
2013) of ~300 HH in three refugee camps in Ethiopia was provided by UNHCR for use in this research:
1) HHSIZE: number of people that slept in the household in the previous night; 2) LITRES: volume of
water collected per household (this was used to calculate the average volume collected per household
member when divided by HHSIZE); 3) CAPACITY: potable water storage capacity per household (or
average capacity per household member when divided by HHSIZE); 4) SOAP: whether or not the survey
respondent was able to locate soap within 2 minutes after being requested to do so; 5) HWASH: whether
or not the survey respondent was able to mention at least three critical times to wash hands6; 6) TOILET:
what kind of toilet facility the household members were using; and 7) TSHARE: number of households
sharing a toilet. To evaluate the random location sampling approach, census-level data for household size
(HHSIZE) and gender of the head of household were used as respective surrogates for numerical and
binary data.
Standard threshold indicators for emergency situations and post-emergency situations are provided by
UNHCR for several of the survey questions (Table 3). Naïve estimates (those that do not consider sampling
error) could result in two types of mistakes, demonstrated in Box D. In the present study, the expected
margins of error are estimated for each sampling approach using theoretical and simulation methods, and
taking those margins of error into account, determine the maximum number of households falling below
particular threshold indicators before corrective action is recommended.

6		 The critical times for handwashing are recognised to be: after defecating, after cleaning child’s feces/diapers, after taking care of animals or sick people,
before preparing food/cooking, and before eating.
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Table 3. UNHCR standard thresholds (indicators) for WASH survey questions that would indicate
a “red flag” situation, where corrective actions are warranted
Variable

Type of data

Description of survey question

Standard threshold indicator

HHSIZE

Positive integer

Number of members of the household
that are residing in the shelter.

No standard, but UNHCR frequently
assumes 5 members per household

LITRES/

Positive real
number

(Average) volume of water collected by
the household and available per person
per day.ii

≥15 L/p/d (emergency standardiii)

HHSIZE

CAPACITY/
HHSIZE

SOAP

HWASH

TOILET

TSHARE

Proportion
(binary result)

Proportion
(binary result)

Whether or not the household has
enough water storage capacity for at
least 10 L/p/d

Whether or not the survey respondent
could locate soap within 2 minutes.iv

≥20 L/p/d (post-emergency standard)
≥70% HH have required capacity
(emergency standard)
≥80% HH have required capacity
(post-emergency standard)
≥70% HH can locate soap in required
time (emergency standard)
≥90% HH can locate soap in required
time (post-emergency standard)

Whether or not the survey respondent
could mention three or more critical
times when hands should be washed.

No standard provided
(presumably same as SOAP
standard)

Percentage of households reporting to
defecate in a toilet

≥60% HH (emergency standard)

(binary result)

Positive real
number

(Overall average) number of persons per
latrine/toilet.v

Proportion
(binary result)
Proportion

≥85% HH (post-emergency standard)
≤50 people (emergency standard)
≤20 people (post-emergency
standard)

ii		 UNHCR standards currently do not define whether 15 and 20 L/p/d refers to the overall average (mean) value for water collected, some other statistic
(e.g. median), or whether there is a threshold for a certain percentage of households that should be collecting at least 15 or 20 L/p/d. It is presumed
that the standard refers to the arithmetic mean (average).
iii		 Emergency is defined as the first six months after the population movement has stabilized (though this definition is context-specific and may be modified as necessary).
iv		 The standard indicator is described as “% households with access to soap”; the survey question distinguished between survey respondents who
located the soap in less than 1 minute, those who located soap within two minutes, and those who were unable to locate soap in the household.
v		 The indicator is the number of persons per latrine/toilet, but the survey question asks how many households share the toilet. To normalize the survey
data with the indicator, the number of households was multiplied by the average household size in that zone/block, using data from HHSIZE. It is
presumed that the standard refers to the overall arithmetic mean (average).
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Box D. The potential consequences of using naïve estimates without consideration
for sampling error
Naïve Approach Error Type 1: Corrective action is taken, although it is not actually needed
Assume that a sample of 60 HH is collected from a refugee camp with a population of 4,000 HH. The
camp hygiene promoter wants to ensure that at least 70% of the camp population is able to locate
soap within 2 minutes. Of the 60 HH surveyed, 38 HH were able to produce a bar of soap within 2
minutes (38/60 = 63%). Thinking that the threshold has not been met, the hygiene promoter takes
corrective action, spending time and resources to encourage households to acquire soap. However,
unbeknownst to the hygiene promoter, 2,900 HH in the entire camp actually have soap (2900/4000
= 72.5%). The observation from the sample (63%) is within 10% of the population’s true value (72.5%),
therefore this situation is possible when the margin of error is 10%.
Naïve Approach Error Type II: No corrective action is taken, when corrective action is actually needed
Now assume that a sample of 60 HH is collected from a second refugee camp (which also has a
population of 4,000 HH). Of the 60 HH surveyed in this camp, 45 were able to produce a bar of soap
within 2 minutes. Assume the margin of error associated with the sampling method in this camp is also
10%. Unbeknownst to the hygiene promoter in this camp, only 2,640 HH in the entire camp actually
have soap (2640/4000 = 66%). Naively ignoring the sampling margin of error, the hygiene promoter
calculates a percentage of 45/60 = 75%, determines that the threshold of 70% has been met, and
decides not to take corrective action. However, in reality only 66% of the households in the camp
possess soap, and corrective action is actually required following UNHCR guidelines. This situation is
also possible when the margin of error is 10%, because the observation from the sample (75%) is within
10% of the population’s true value (66%).
Improved Approach: Erring on the side of caution
An improved approach is to use the margin of error to err on the side of caution. If the hygiene
promoter wants to have confidence that at least 70% of the population indeed possesses soap, and
it is known that the margin of error is 10%, she or he should take corrective action when less than 48
out of 60 households are able to find a bar of soap within 2 minutes (48/60 = 80%; 80% minus the 10%
margin of error is equal to the threshold of 70%). With this approach, corrective action may sometimes
be taken even when it is not actually needed (i.e. Type I error), but almost never will corrective action
not be taken when it is actually needed. This approach protects the refugees by placing the majority of
risk on the unnecessary expenditure of resources by the organization managing the camp. In order to
use this approach, the margin of error must be known or estimated in advance of making the decision.
The purpose of this briefing note is to estimate the margins of error for 300 HH and 60 HH sample
sizes using the approaches described in Section 2.0.
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3.2 Literature review

Peer-reviewed literature on this topic was searched using the following search terms on the Google
Scholar and Web of Science search engines: ‘cluster sampling’, ‘systematic sampling’, ‘precision’,
‘accuracy’, and ‘emergency settings’. A total of ten publications including nine peer-reviewed journal
articles and an excerpt from one book were identified as relevant to the objectives of this study.

3.3 Simulations with simple random, systematic, and cluster sampling methods

In order to compare differences in the margins of error for the different sampling approaches (300 HH
systematic, 60 HH random, 60 HH systematic, and 60 HH cluster), “hypothetical” census-type data for
each of the WASH survey questions were generated based on the 300 HH sample databases provided
for three refugee camps in Ethiopia. Specifically, data values for each of the survey questions described in
Table 3 were generated for the 3,077 HH in Camp 1, the 4,080 HH in Camp 2, and the 3,771 HH in Camp
3. First, the values were generated in random order, to simulate hypothetical populations for each of the
three camps that were spatially homogenous (i.e. uniform), with a lack of spatial correlation, so that there
was no likely pattern to the values for the variables. Then, an algorithm was used to sort the same values
on the basis of the probabilities used to generate them (details in Annex A). This resulted in the generation
of heterogeneous (i.e. non-uniform) populations with spatial dependency for each of the three camps.
Spatial dependency means that households located physically close to each other tend to have similar
responses to the survey questions. So that households that are nearby would have a greater probability
of having similar water consumption that households that are located further away from each other7. In the
end, simulations were performed on a total of six hypothetical populations:
1. Uniform population Camp 1
2. Non-uniform population Camp 1
3. Uniform population Camp 2
4. Non-uniform population Camp 2
5. Uniform population Camp 3
6. Non-uniform population Camp 3
Samples were chosen 10,000 times from each spatially uniform and spatially non-uniform “hypothetical”
population using the different sampling approaches (300 HH systematic sampling, 60 HH random
sampling, 60 HH systematic sampling, and 60 HH cluster sampling8). For the 60 HH cluster samples, the
following cluster designs were used: 30 clusters × 2 samples, 20 clusters × 3 samples, and 15 clusters
× 4 samples. Clusters can be defined in a number of different ways. For the simulations, clusters were
defined as contiguous households located at a point chosen randomly within the camp. Given the nature
of the non-uniform hypothetical population, this is assumed to be similar to choosing a random number of
blocks in a camp and sampling 2, 3, or 4 households within that block. For the sake of comparison, another
simulation was done (i.e. with the 20×3 cluster design only) where the clusters were defined as three
non-contiguous households chosen with a random start point and a skip interval that allowed the cluster
to span the entire camp area. Therefore, for each of the six hypothetical populations, 10,000 sampling
simulations were chosen using each of the following sampling strategies:

7

These assumptions were confirmed by UNHCR staff.

8

For each of the six hypothetical populations, 10,000 samples were drawn following each of the seven sampling approaches. So a total of 420,000 samples
were selected and analysed for this study.
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 300 HH systematic (“Gold Standard”): Choose a random start point from the population as the first
sample, and then choose subsequent households using a constant skip interval (e.g. for Camp 1, equal
to 3,077 / 300 = ~10) until the draw spans the entire camp for a total sample size of 300 HH.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of 300 HH systematic survey

 60 HH simple random: Choose 60 HH from the population based on a random number generator (R
v3.3.1 software simple random sample without replacement function was used for this research).

Figure 2: Schematic representation of 60 HH simple random survey
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 60 HH systematic: Choose a random start point from the population as the first sample, and then
choose subsequent households using a constant skip value (e.g. for Camp 1, equal to 3,077 / 60 = ~51)
until the draw spans the entire camp for a total sample size of 60 HH.

Figure 3: Schematic representation of 60 HH systematic survey

 60 HH 30×2 cluster (contiguous): Choose 30 random start points (without replacement) from the
population as the first sample in each cluster, then choose a contiguous household for the second
sample for each cluster.

Figure 4: Schematic representation of 60 HH 30×2 cluster sampling survey
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 60 HH 20×3 cluster (contiguous): Choose 20 random start points (without replacement) from the
population as the first sample in each cluster, then choose two contiguous households for the second
and third samples for each cluster.

Figure 5: Schematic representation of 60 HH 20×3 cluster sampling survey

 60 HH 15×4 cluster (contiguous): Choose 15 random start points (without replacement) from each
hypothetical population as the first sample in each cluster, then choose three contiguous households
for the second, third, and fourth samples for each cluster.

Figure 6: Schematic representation of 60 HH 15×4 cluster sampling survey
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 60 HH 20×3* cluster (spaced out): Choose 20 random start points (without replacement) from the
population as the first sample in each cluster, then use a skip interval equal to the total number of
households divided by the number of samples per cluster (e.g. for Camp 1, 3,077 / 3 = 1,025) to select
the second and third samples for each cluster.

Figure 6: Schematic representation of 60 HH 20×3* cluster sampling survey
(HH within each cluster are geographically spaced out)
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Box A. Implementation of the cluster sampling approach
Cluster sampling is a method where a larger population, such as a refugee camp, is broken into smaller
clusters (such as blocks, zones, or neighborhoods); a random subset of clusters is selected; and then
HHs are sampled in each of the randomly-selected clusters. Cluster samples are described by the
number of clusters selected by the number of samples per sub-unit (e.g. 30 clusters with a cluster size
of two HHs is a 30×2 cluster sample).
Suppose a refugee camp has a population of 10,000 HHs, organized into 80 blocks, with an average
of 125 HH per block. A sample of 60 HH is needed to assess WASH service levels in the camp. A 30×2
cluster sample design is chosen, based on the fact that it is more practical to sample 30 clusters of two
HH than to use random or systematic sampling. There are many ways to define and select clusters;
here are two options that may be practical in the field:
1. One way is to choose 30 random blocks (from the total of 80) and then randomly select two HH
within each of those 30 blocks. For example, we would choose 30 random numbers between 1
and 80, and then collect surveys from two HHs in each of those blocks. If the 30 random blocks
selected were: {3, 4, 7, 10, 12, 15, 16, 17, 19, 28, 29, 31, 32, 38, 40, 41, 42, 47, 49, 51, 52, 53, 61, 62, 63,
64, 67, 70, 71, and 76}, then the two surveyors start at the 3rd block and survey two random HHs in
that block, then proceed to the 4th block and survey two random HHs, then do the same in the 7th,
12th, and 15th blocks, etc. until completing the 60 HHs. IMPORTANT: If this approach is used, the HHs
within each block must be selected randomly! One approach that is commonly used (but should not
be) is to start in the center of a block, spin a bottle, and select HHs by walking in the direction of the
bottle. This approach is biased if the start point is always located in the center of the block. It may
systematically leave out HHs located far away from the center of each block (where WASH services
may be less readily available).
2. Another approach is to select 30 random numbers between 1 and the total number of HHs in
the camp (assuming this is known), and then collect surveys from contiguous HHs or HHs in close
proximity. For example, in a camp of ~10,000 HH, if the 30 random numbers between 1 and 10,000
were selected as follows: {339, 399, 486, 675, 926, 1283, 1506, 1647, 1797, 1857, 1965, 2805, 3753,
3858, 4706, 4775, 4969, 5572, 5625, 7144, 7269, 7750, 7923, 8027, 8543, 8673, 8808, 9030, and
9319}, then the two surveyors could walk through the camp, stopping first to survey the 339th and
the at the very next household (i.e. the 340th HH), then the surveyors would continue on to survey
the 399th and 400th HHs, then the 486th and 487th HHs, the 675th and 676th HHs, etc., until surveys
are collected from 60 HHs. Alternatively, instead of choosing contiguous HHs for each cluster, the
second HH can be chosen by skipping a predetermined number of HHs. So taking the previous
example, instead of going to the 339th and 340th HHs, the surveyors would go to the 339th HH and,
if the skip were +3, the 342nd HH. A separate process could be created to choose the skip.
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Box B: Example of assessing the overall average volume of water collected using
a 20×3 cluster design
You are assessing compliance with the UNHCR standard WASH indicator for volume of water collected
by households at a refugee camp during an emergency situation. You choose to utilize a 20×3
cluster sampling approach because you determine that with this approach, the survey can be rapidly
completed using three surveyors working simultaneously. Before the surveyors go to the field, 20 start
points within the camp are randomly chosen. Upon arriving each start point, each surveyor surveys a
household using a specified protocol (see two options presented in Box A), and a total of 60 HH are
surveyed. From those 60 HH, you calculate the average volume of water collected per person per
day to be 17.5 liters. Looking at Table 1, even though 17.5 is greater than the standard indicator of 15, it
is less than the threshold level of 18.5. Therefore, you do not have enough confidence that the camp
population is truly in compliance with the UNHCR standard indicator. Corrective action is warranted to
increase the volume of water collected per person per day.

3.4 Evaluation of a random location sampling method
3.4.1 Data Sources
The random location sampling method was evaluated using simulations based on real data from the
Progress database for two UNHCR camps in Bangladesh: the Kutupalong and Nayapara camps. The data
included three pieces of information: the gender of the head of household, the total number of people
in the household, and the block where the household was located. These data were used because raw
data from KAP surveys were not available. Also, the fact that the Progress database includes information
from each and every household in both camps allowed for the validation of the sampling method. In some
cases, household shelters in refugee camps are not evenly distributed spatially. The population density
in one zone of a camp may be greater than the density in other zones. AutoCAD maps of the Kutupalong
and Nayapara camps showed that the density of households in each block ranged from 77 to 149 HH/
ha. However, the population density may vary to a greater extent in other camps, especially those in the
early stages of an acute emergency. It is important for camp managers to have an understanding about the
variations in population density throughout the camp, in order to provide the WASH infrastructure in the
locations necessary to comply with WASH service standards.
3.4.2 Development of a Hypothetical Camp for the Simulations
Therefore, the layout of households for a hypothetical camp (based on the data from the Kutupalong
and Nayapara camps but with greater fluctuations in population density) was developed in a Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet. The total area of the “map” was 137 cells × 137 cells. Each cell in the spreadsheet
represented an area of approximately 40 m2, assumed to be roughly equivalent to the average area
of a single household (including indoor and outdoor spaces). A code was placed in each cell where a
household was located, and each household code was linked to a line of data from the Progress database
for the Kutupalong and Nayapara camps (with corresponding information about the gender of the head
of household and the number of people per household). Figure 7 contains a screenshot of the entire
hypothetical camp in the Excel spreadsheet, showing the location of the different blocks, and Figure 8
contains screenshots of regions in the hypothetical camp with low population density and high population
density. Though the Kutupalong and Nayapara camps had densities ranging from 77 to 149 HH/ha, the
simulations were done with densities ranging from 30 to 200 HH/ha, to account for camps that might have
more extreme differences in population density compared to Kutupalong and Nayapara. The numbers
in the cells represent the number of people in a household and the different colors represent different
blocks. Blank cells correspond to areas of land with no households.
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Figure 7. A screenshot of the hypothetical camp that was used for the simulations in the Excel
spreadsheet. The different colors represent blocks with data from the Kutupalong and Nayapara
camps, and the non-empty cells represent households. In general, the population density is
lowest in the upper left region and greatest in the lower right region of the simulated camp.

Figure 8. Close-up screenshots from the spreadsheet used to represent regions of a hypothetical
camp with low population density (top) and high population density (bottom).
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3.4.3 Objective 1: Evaluate Accuracy of Random Location Sampling Methods
The method for randomly selecting households based on their location is as follows. First, the outer
boundaries of the camp are defined, using a global positioning system (GPS), and the boundary is plotted
on a map. Then, the maximum and minimum longitude and latitude values are considered as the limits,
and random coordinates are chosen between those limits. If a pair of coordinates selected falls outside of
the camp’s boundaries, it is discarded and a new random pair of coordinates is drawn, until a total of 20
coordinates within the camp’s boundaries are chosen. Then, the surveyors enter these coordinates into
the GPS as waypoints, and walk to the location, finding the nearest household to collect the data for the
WASH survey.
To evaluate this random location sampling method, five different scenarios were developed and tested
with 1,000 simulations each, using the hypothetical camp layout described above. For each scenario,
the overall average number of people per household and the total number of female and male heads of
household in the entire camp population were exactly the same. However, the correlation of these data
with the density of the population in each zone varied for each scenario. Figure 3 shows plots of the HH
density versus the gender of the head of the household, and the HH density versus the number of people
per household. The first scenario used the exact values from the Progress Database for the Kutupalong
and Nayapara camps. For the second scenario, the data were rearranged so that blocks with the highest
population density also had the lowest number of household members and the highest proportion of male
heads of household; and blocks with the lowest population density had the greatest number of people
per household and the highest proportion of female heads of household. Subsequent scenarios varied
the variance of the two parameters (head of household gender and number of people per household) and
their correlation with household density, while keeping the average values for each parameter exactly the
same (Figure 9).
For each scenario, households were selected at random by choosing a pair of random coordinates from
the grid (i.e. a random number between 1 and 137). If a household was located in the cell corresponding
to those coordinates, it was included in the sample. If the cell was empty, then the nearest household to
the chosen cell was selected. This was done until the total number of desired households was selected.
A total of 1,000 iterations of simulated sampling events were performed for each scenario, with either 20
HH, 40 HH or 60 HH in each simulated sample. For each iteration, the average number of people per
household (and standard deviation), as well as the proportion of women heads of households were each
calculated.

3.4.4 Objective 2: Develop and Evaluate Methods for Adjusting for the Sampling Bias
Using the simulated camp from Scenario 3 (which resulted in the largest bias for number of people per
household), the following two methods were tested for their ability to adjust for the sampling bias: 1)
multiplying the data by the inverse of the sum of the distances between the random coordinate and the
edge of each of the nearest three households; and 2) multiplying the data by an estimate of the density of
the three households in the cluster (estimated as 3 divided by the area defined by a circle with the radius
equal to the distance between the random coordinate and the furthest of the 3 households). A total of 30
simulations of each bias correction method were carried out, and confidence intervals of the bias-adjusted
values for each method were estimated using the bootstrap method with 1,000 iterations.
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Figure 9. Plots of the household density versus the gender of head of household and the number
of people per household, for each of the five scenarios used in the study. Each data point
represents a zone of the hypothetical camp.
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4.0 Results
4.1 Theoretical considerations for calculating margin of error

The survey questions for which standard threshold indicators have been developed differ in terms of the
type of data that is collected. Many of the standard indicators refer to thresholds that are proportions (e.g.
percentage of households that defecate in a toilet, percentage of households with soap, percentage of
households with capacity to store 10 liters of water per person). Other indicators refer to thresholds that
are positive integers or real numbers (e.g. the number of people per household is a positive integer; the
volume of water collected by households is a positive real number).

Table 4. Types of data collected in the UNHCR WASH survey questions
Variable

Type of data

Description

HHSIZE

Positive integer

Number of people living in the household (defined as the number of
people who spent the most recent night in the household)

LITRES/HHSIZE

Positive real number

Overall average volume of water (in liters) collected by the household
per person per day

CAPACITY/ HHSIZE

Proportion

Percentage of households with capacity to store at least 10 liters of
water per person

SOAP

Proportion

Percentage of households where the survey respondent could locate
soap within 2 minutes.

HWASH

Proportion

Percentage of households where the survey respondent could
mention three or more critical times when hands should be washed.

TOILET

Proportion

Percentage of households that reported defecating in a toilet.

TSHARE

Positive real number

Overall average number of persons per latrine/toilet.

For the types of sampling approaches assessed here (simple random, systematic, cluster), the margins of
error can all be theoretically calculated. However, the equations used to calculate the margins of error are
different for the different data types.

Simple Random Samples
The margin of error on an estimated proportion based on a simple random sample (where the data
collected are binary (e.g. yes/no) responses) is calculated using the following equation:
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The margin of error on an estimate of the arithmetic mean based on a simple random sample (where the
data collected are positive real numbers) is calculated using the following equation:

Systematic Samples
For systematic samples, it is not possible to make an unbiased estimate of the population variance or
standard deviation. As a result, it is not possible to estimate the margin of error in a way that is unbiased.
In situations with spatial correlation (such as the camp populations), the margin of error for systematic
samples actually tends to be smaller than the theoretical margin of error for simple random sample.9
Cluster Samples
For cluster samples, the equation used to calculate the margin of error is similar to the equations used
for simple random sampling, except that it is modified by a factor called the design effect (DE), which is
calculated with the following equation:10

The intracluster correlation coefficient (ICC) is a ratio of the variance between clusters divided by the sum
of the variance within clusters and the variance between clusters. Therefore, it takes on values between 0
and 1. A design effect of 1 (which happens when the ICC value is zero) means that the margin of error for
the cluster sample is the same as a simple random sample.

A spreadsheet template, available at wash.unhcr.org, allows for the calculation of the intracluster
correlation coefficient for a 30×2 cluster sampling design, for both numerical and binary indicators.

9		 Thompson, S.K. (2012). Sampling. 3rd Ed. John Wiley & Sons. Somerset, NJ.
10		 Bilukha, O.O. (2008). Old and new cluster designs in emergency field surveys: in search of a one-fits-all solution. Emerging Themes in Epidemiology, 5:7.
http://www.ete-online.com/content/5/1/7 (accessed 25.09.2016).
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The following equations are used to estimate margins of error for cluster samples with proportions or with
real numbers:

When ICC equals zero, the design effect equals 1, and the margin of error is the same as it is for a random
sample. This would be true for populations with no spatial autocorrelation (homogenous or uniformly
mixed). Three hypothetical populations like this were modeled in the simulations (e.g. Camps 1–3
(Uniform)); however this rarely occurs in the real world, where spatial autocorrelation is likely.

4.2 Estimated intracluster correlation coefficients for UNHCR camps

Camps and settlements are often subdivided into zones, which are sometimes further subdivided into
blocks, which contain neighborhoods or communities of households. The organizational set-up in each
camp will be context-specific and may vary considerably from camp to camp, but in general, a single block
contains ~500 households, while a zone may have more than 1,000 households. The data provided for
the three UNHCR camps in Ethiopia contained information about the block or the zone for each surveyed
household, which allowed for the calculation of ICC values per block or zone (Table 5).

Table 5. Intracluster correlation coefficients (ICC) by block or by zone for various
WASH survey questions
Variable

Description

Hilaweyn (by block)

Kobe (by zone)

Melkadida (by zone)

LITRES/
HHSIZE

Overall average liters of
water per person per day

0.16

0.22

0.29

SD = 11.1

SD = 9.9

SD = 9.9

CAPACITY/
HHSIZE

% with 10 liters/person
storage capacity

0.33

0.17

0.12

SOAP

% of households with soap

~0

~0

0.12

HWASH

% of households with
handwashing knowledge

~0

~0

0.10

TOILET

% of households defecating
in a toilet

~0

~0

0.14

TSHARE

Overall average number of
persons per toilet

0.38

0.30

0.28

SD = 6.7

SD = 21.9

SD = 10.9

vi

vi		 SD = Standard deviation; both the intracluster correlation coefficient and the standard deviation are needed to estimate the margin of error for continuous variables. Both LITRES/HHSIZE and the average for TSHARE are continuous numbers.
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As seen in Table 5, the ICC values are highly dependent on the survey question being asked. For
example, the ICC values were close to zero for the SOAP, HWASH, and TOILET indicators in the first two
camps, indicating negligible spatial autocorrelation. However, the ICC values for these variables were
equal to or greater than 0.1 for the third camp. The highest ICC values appeared for the TSHARE and
the LITRES/HHSIZE variables, although the CAPACITY/HHSIZE variable also had a high ICC value for the
first camp. High ICC values could be indications of poor equity between blocks, in which case it may be
advantageous to focus future surveys on blocks where service levels are less than optimal.

4.3 Theoretical margins of error

Using the equations presented above in Section 4.1 and the intracluster correlation coefficients estimated
by block/zone from the data provided from the three UNHCR camps in Ethiopia, the theoretical margins of
error were calculated for each UNHCR standard indicator threshold (Table 6).

Table 6. Theoretical margins of error based on the ICC values estimated by block or by zone
using data from the 300 household systematic surveys
Variable

Description

LITRES/
HHSIZE

Overall average liters of
water collected per person
per day

CAPACITY/
HHSIZE

% of households with 10 L/p
storage capacity

SOAP

% of households with soap

HWASH

% of households with
handwashing knowledge

TOILET

% of households defecating
in a toilet

TSHARE

Overall average number of
persons per toilet

Indicator Threshold
(“red flag” level)

Theoretical Margins of Error
at the Indicator Threshold Levelsvii
300 HH
sys.viii

60 HH
random

30×2
cluster

20×3
cluster

15×4
cluster

≤15 L/p/d

1.3

2.8

3.2

3.5

3.9

≤20 L/p/d

1.3

2.8

3.2

3.5

3.9

≤70%

5%

12%

13%

15%

16%

≤80%

5%

10%

12%

13%

14%

≤70%

5%

12%

12%

13%

14%

≤90%

3%

8%

8%

8%

9%

≤70%

5%

12%

12%

13%

13%

≤90%

3%

8%

8%

8%

9%

≤60%

6%

12%

13%

14%

15%

≤85%

4%

9%

10%

10%

11%

≥50 ppl

3

6

7

7.3

8.1

≥20 ppl

3

6

7

7.3

8.1

vii		 For cluster sampling, this was calculated using the highest ICC values from those shown in Table 5.
viii sys. = systematic; margins of error cannot be theoretically estimated without bias for systematic samples (see Section 4.1); values shown are theoretical
margins of error for 300 HH random samples; the true margins of error may be smaller

4.4 Results from 10,000 simulations

The 10,000 simulations demonstrated that each sampling approach provided accurate estimates of the
WASH service indicators in the hypothetical populations. However, there were differences in the precision
of the estimates. A summary of the margins of error estimated for the heterogeneous (non-uniform)
hypothetical populations using the 10,000 simulations is presented in Table 7.
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Table 7. Margins of error estimated by the 10,000 simulations (for the three non-uniform,
heterogeneous hypothetical populations)

Variable

LITRES/
HHSIZE

CAPACITY/
HHSIZE

SOAP

HWASH

60
HH
random

60
HH
sys.

60
HH
30×2
cl.

60
HH
20×3
cl.

60
HH
20×3*
cl.

60
HH
15×4
cl.

15.7

0.4

2.0

1.3

2.7

3.2

1.6

3.5

2

15.9

0.5

2.0

1.1

2.7

3.1

1.6

3.5

3

17.5

0.4

2.0

0.9

2.7

2.8

1.6

2.7

1

79%

2%

10%

8%

13%

15%

7%

17%

2

78%

3%

10%

7%

13%

14%

8%

16%

3

85%

3%

8%

7%

12%

13%

7%

15%

1

89%

3%

8%

7%

8%

8%

8%

8%

2

85%

2%

9%

11%

9%

9%

9%

9%

3

88%

2%

8%

8%

8%

8%

8%

8%

1

62%

4%

11%

11%

12%

12%

12%

12%

2

79%

2%

10%

8%

10%

10%

10%

10%

3

76%

4%

11%

11%

11%

11%

11%

11%

Camp

Overall avg.
liters of water
collected per
person per
day

1

% of
households
with access to
soap

% of
households
with
handwashing
knowledge

Simulated Margins of Errorix
300
HH
sys.

Description

% of
households
with at least 10
liters/person
storage
capacity

True
Population
Values

ix		 Margins of error are on the estimated mean; sys. = systematic; cl. = cluster

For the uniform (i.e. homogenous) hypothetical populations, the results are not presented here because
the margins of error were essentially the same for each 60 HH sampling approach (e.g. random,
systematic, cluster). This was expected; margins of error should be the same with any sampling method, if
the population has no spatial autocorrelation (provided that the sample size is the same).

4.4.1 Random Sampling
The margins of error estimated by the simulations of random samples were nearly identical to the
theoretical margins of error calculated using Equations 1 and 2. Margins of error were the same for the
uniform (i.e. homogenous) simulated populations as they were for the non-uniform (i.e. heterogeneous)
simulated populations. This was expected.
4.4.2 Systematic Sampling
The margins of error estimated by the simulations of systematic samples were slightly less than the
theoretical and simulated margins of error for random samples, as expected. However, it should be noted
that in a few instances, the simulated margins of error for systematic samples were greater than the
random sample margins of error (e.g. the SOAP variable for Camp 2).
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4.4.3 Cluster Sampling
The simulations were the most useful for providing insight on the cluster sampling approach. Data were
only available for three camps in Ethiopia, and as shown in Table 5, the ICC values varied considerably for
some variables between camps. The observed variation may be even greater if additional camps outside
of Ethiopia were included in the analysis. The estimates of ICC from this study are only based on data
collected in a single 300 HH survey, with the data being retrospectively broken into artificial “clusters”
based on the block or zone listed. So, these are actually only three singular observations of the ICC
value. The actual ICC value may be different each time data from a cluster sample is collected. For cluster
designs with a large number of clusters and a large sample size, the actual ICC value will not vary by much,
but as the number of clusters and the overall sample size are reduced, the uncertainty associated with the
ICC value can be considerable.11
To develop better estimates of the uncertainty associated with the ICC values, values for each of the
WASH indicators were generated for the following “hypothetical” camp populations (as described in
Section 3.3):
 Camp 1 (uniform): hypothetical population generated based on observations from the survey data
for the Hilaweyn camp; census-level values were generated in random order (to simulate no spatial
autocorrelation)
 Camp 1 (non-uniform): hypothetical population generated based on observations from the survey data
for the Hilaweyn camp; census-level values were sorted by the probabilities used to generate them (a
way to simulate spatial autocorrelation; see Annex A for more details about the sorting algorithm that
was used)
 Camp 2 (uniform): hypothetical population generated based on observations from the survey data
for the Kobe camp; census-level values were generated in random order (to simulate no spatial
autocorrelation)
 Camp 2 (non-uniform): hypothetical population generated based on observations from the survey data
for the Kobe camp; census-level values were sorted by the probabilities used to generate them (a way
to simulate spatial autocorrelation)
 Camp 3 (uniform): hypothetical population generated based on observations from the survey data
for the Melkadida camp; census-level values were generated in random order (to simulate no spatial
autocorrelation)
 Camp 3 (non-uniform): hypothetical population generated based on observations from the survey data
for the Melkadida camp; census-level values were sorted by the probabilities used to generate them (a
way to simulate spatial autocorrelation)
Then, samples were collected from these six hypothetical camp populations 10,000 times for each of the
seven sampling methods described in Section 3.3. For the cluster sampling methods, each time a sample
was collected, the ICC value was calculated, resulting in a total of 10,000 ICC value estimates for each of
the cluster sampling designs (30×2, 20×3, 20×3*,12 15×4).
As shown in Figure 10, the distribution of ICC values estimated for the variable “water storage capacity per
person per day” (CAPACITY/HHSIZE) with the 10,000 simulations does not vary much between the three
hypothetical populations (Camps 1, 2, 3). The 95% confidence intervals of the simulated ICC values ranged
from approximately 0.1 to 0.3 for the 30×2 cluster, from approximately 0.15 to 0.35 for the 20×3 cluster, and

11

Minetti, A., Riera-Montes, M., Nackers, F., Roederer, T., Koudika, M.H., Sekkenes, J., Taconet, A., Fermon, F., Touré, A., Grais, R.F. and Checchi, F. (2012). Performance of small cluster surveys and the clustered LQAS design to estimate local-level vaccination coverage in Mali. Emerging Themes in Epidemiology,
9(6). http://www.ete-online.com/content/9/1/6 (accessed 27.09.2016).

12

Recall that the 20×3* cluster sample is the one where the clusters were defined in such a way that households within each cluster were spaced out across
the width of the camp (see Figure 6).
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from approximately 0.15 to 0.4 for the 15×4 cluster. The zone- and block-level ICC values calculated from
the survey data for the three actual camps (shown in Table 5) are generally within these 95% simulated
confidence intervals, suggesting that the simulations produced realistic results.
The way samples are chosen within a cluster (or the way a cluster is defined) will impact the ICC value
and the design effect. For the WASH surveys using the data from Ethiopia, it appears that the influence
is only minimal. A comparison of the simulated ICC values for the 20×3 and 20×3* cluster designs
revealed that spacing out the samples within a cluster (i.e. Figure 10) only slightly reduces the design
effect. Given the practical difficulty of spacing out the samples within a cluster and the marginal benefit it
provides, it is recommended to simply choose houses that not too far away from each other, or within the
same neighborhood. Choosing contiguous houses (as was done for the simulation) may not be a good
approach in the field (due to potentially large similarities between contiguous households), but instead of
choosing contiguous households, surveyors can choose subsequent households for the cluster using a
predetermined or random skip interval. The most important aspect of cluster sampling is to choose the
start point of each cluster randomly.

Figure 10. Estimates of the range of ICC values and design effects in the three non-uniform
hypothetical camps for the different 60 HH cluster sampling designs, on the variable CAPACITY/
HHSIZE (storage capacity per person per day). The bar widths represent the 95% confidence
interval (i.e. 95% of the ICC values simulated fell between those limits) and the lines in the
middle represent the median values.
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4.4.4 Random Location Sampling: Evaluation of Accuracy (Objective 1)
The results of the evaluation for each of the five scenarios are shown in Table 8. The first scenario, using
the data from the Progress database, resulted in a minor bias in the estimate of the parameters. However,
other scenarios resulted in estimates with biases as high as 12% for the heads of household parameter
(Scenario 2) and 24% for the average people per household parameter (Scenario 3).
Table 8. Results from simulations to evaluate the accuracy of estimates for the percent of
households with female heads of household and the average number of people per household,
using the random coordinate household sampling method with a 60 HH sample size.
Percent of Households with Female Heads of
Households
Correlation with
Density

Rangex
of Percentages

True
Percentage

Surveyed
Percentage

1

0.398

16%

57%

2

-0.997

66%

3

0.508

4
5

Scenario

Average Number of People per Household

Bias

Correlation with
Density

Standard
Deviationxi

True Average

Surveyed
Average

Bias

56%

-1%

0.062

0.18

5.19

5.18

-0.3%

57%

69%

12%

-0.189

2.03

5.19

5.44

4.9%

52%

57%

49%

-8%

0.975

2.18

5.19

3.95

-23.9%

-0.385

19%

57%

58%

1%

-0.563

0.57

5.19

5.33

2.6%

-0.453

19%

57%

58%

1%

0.850

0.22

5.19

5.13

-1.3%

x		 This is the difference between the true percentage in the zone with the highest proportion of female heads of household and the true percentage in the
zone with the lowest proportion of female heads of household
xi Standard deviation of the average values in each zone

The direction of the bias was directly related to the inverse of the parameters’ correlation with population
density, and the magnitude of the bias was directly related to both the correlation with population
density and the range or the standard deviation of the average values in each zone for the population.
In the context of evaluating WASH service indicators, this means that if a particular indicator is higher in
a more densely-populated zone and lower in a less densely populated zone, then the random location
sampling method may underestimate the indicator by as much as 12% for a binomial (yes/no or true/
false) indicator, or by at least 24% for a continuous (numerical) indicator. If the indicator is lower in a more
densely-populated zone of a camp and higher in a less densely populated zone, then the random location
sampling method will overestimate the indicator.

Figure 11. Relationship between bias and correlation between parameters and population
density.
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The introduction of a bias can result in false positives, leading the evaluation team to believe that WASH
services in the camp are sufficient, when in reality they are below UNHCR standards. Alternatively, the
bias can result in false negatives, leading the team to believe that WASH services in the camp need
improvement, when in reality the UNHCR standards are being met. The magnitude of biases detected in
the simulations for the five hypothetical scenarios is high enough to warrant the need for a bias-adjustment
step, which was the purpose of Objective 2 of this study.

4.4.5 Adjusting for the Random Location Sampling Bias (Objective 2)
In order to adjust for the biases introduced during random location sampling, a 20×3 cluster sampling
approach was evaluated. The use of cluster sampling would reduce the overall time needed to collect
samples and also allow for the comparative estimate of the distance between households or the
population density at each cluster. The following two methods for adjusting the random location sampling
bias were evaluated:
1. Multiplying the raw data by the inverse of the sum of the distances between the random coordinate and
the edge of each of the households in the cluster.
2. Multiplying the raw data by the number of households in the cluster (e.g. 3 HH) divided by the area
defined by a circle with a radius equal to the distance between the random coordinate and the furthest
household in the cluster.
Both methods were tested a total of 30 times using the continuous variable data (the average number
of people per household) in Scenario 3, which was the scenario that resulted in the highest bias (-24%).
The results of these 30 tests are shown in Figure 5. The real average number of people per household is
5.19, and the un-adjusted estimate based on 1,000 simulations of random location sampling was 3.95 (see
Table 1; also shown). Both bias adjustment methods improved the accuracy of the sampling method by
increasing the value of the estimate, however Method #1 adjusted it too high, resulting in an over-estimate
of the average number of people per household in 23 of the 30 tests, with an average adjusted estimate
of 5.73 (whereas the true value was 5.19). Method #2 appeared to provide an accurate adjustment for bias,
overestimating the true average in 13 of the 30 tests, and underestimating in 17 of the 30 tests, with an
average adjusted estimate of 5.10 (closer to the true value of 5.19). Therefore, Method #2 is preferred over
Method #1.

Figure 12. Results of the tests for adjusting the bias introduced during random location sampling.
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4.4.6 Development of Thresholds for Standard UNHCR WASH Indicators
If the above protocols are used to collect a random location sample and adjust the bias, then the following
thresholds should be used for the standard UNHCR WASH indicators:
Table 9. Recommended benchmark thresholds for adjusted statistics gathered via random
location sampling.

Description

UNHCR WASH
Standards
(population-level)

Benchmark Thresholds for Adjusted Statistics
(if the statements below are true, you are in compliance with the
standards)
20×3 Cluster Design

10×3 Cluster Design*

Average liters of water
collected per person
daily

>15 L/p/d

Adjusted average
of at least 19 L/p/d

Adjusted average
of at least 20 L/p/d

Households with less
than 10 L/p storage
capacity

Under 30%

Adjusted value of
no more than 8 HH

Adjusted value of
no more than 2 HH

Households without
soap

Under 30%

Adjusted value of
no more than 9 HH

Adjusted value of
no more than 3 HH

Households without
handwashing knowledge

Under 30%

Adjusted value of
no more than 9 HH

Adjusted value of
no more than 3 HH

Households that do not
have a toilet

Under 40%

Adjusted value of
no more than 15 HH

Adjusted value of
no more than 5 HH

People sharing a toilet

<50 p/toilet

Adjusted average of
no more than 42 p/toilet

Adjusted average of
no more than 39 p/toilet

*it is recommended that no fewer than 60 HH samples be collected in a single camp, and using this method, no fewer than 30 HH for a single zone for which
decisions are made based on the survey. If a camp has four zones in which decisions are made about WASH services based on survey results, then the
minimum sample size per zone is 30 HH (10×3 cluster) and 120 HH are required for the entire camp.
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5.0 Conclusions
In conclusion, a review of statistical theory, an analysis of 300 HH survey data for three refugee camps in
Ethiopia, and an evaluation of the results of 10,000 simulations for several different sampling approaches
revealed the following: a) that in emergencies, 60 HH sample surveys can be used instead of the “gold
standard” 300 HH samples to evaluate WASH services in refugee camps and settlements with respect
to the UNHCR standard indicators; b) the sampling strategy with the most consistent precision is simple
random sampling, however for WASH surveys with 60 HH, systematic sampling also results in similar or
greater precision, and should be used whenever a detailed list of HHs is available and when the camp
is relatively small in terms of area; c) for camps with very large populations spread out over large areas,
there may be significant time savings associated with sending teams of 2 or 3 surveyors to sample clusters
of households in randomly-selected start points throughout the camp; and d) thresholds for each of the
60 HH sampling approaches are recommended to “err on the side of safety” due to larger margins of
error (compared to a 300 HH sample). These recommended thresholds for each sampling approach are
presented in the Executive Summary.
Theoretical values for the margins of error were very close to the simulated margins of error, and the
10,000 simulations shed light on the potential uncertainty associated with the ICC values, design effects,
and margins of error estimated for the cluster sampling approaches. Due to the uncertainty associated with
the estimate of the ICC value for the 15×4 cluster sampling design, any cluster sampling design with fewer
than 20 clusters (e.g. 15×4, 12×5, 10×6, etc.) is not recommended.
Several tools for deciding the most appropriate sampling approach for a given situation are provided below.
In short, 300 HH samples should be used during post-emergency situations and 60 HH samples may be
used during emergency situations. For the 60 HH samples, the most appropriate approach will depend on
the particular situation in the camp, as each context is different. If the total number of HHs in the camp is not
known (and can only be estimated), then simple random samples should be collected. If the total number of
HHs is known, systematic sampling is recommended, unless the camp is very spread out and time can be
saved by walking to a smaller number of clusters (instead of spanning the entire camp systematically). More
specifically, the 30×2 or 20×3 cluster sampling designs should be used when significant time can be saved
by sending surveyors out to only 20 or 30 random start points to collect surveys, instead of walking along
the entire camp to 60 households dispersed at a systematic skip interval (which is required for systematic
sampling). The 30×2 cluster approach is recommended when surveyors can work in teams of two and the
20×3 approach is recommended when surveyors can work in teams of three.

5.1 Cluster vs. Random Sampling

Given the same sample size, cluster sampling may be more practical than random sampling in emergency
settings. However, the disadvantage of cluster sampling is a loss of precision. For any given cluster
sampling design, the same precision could be achieved using a random sample design but collecting
data in fewer households. Table 2 can be used to determine how much the sample size can be reduced if
random sampling is used instead of cluster sampling with 60 HH, as well as thresholds that would indicate
a need for corrective action.
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Instead of a 30×2 cluster sample, you can use…
Indicator

…a random sample
with this size:

…and the following
threshold:

Overall average liters of water collected per person daily

47 HH

< 18.2 L/p/d (emergency)

Number of HH with less than 10 L/p storage capacity

46 HH

> 7 of 46 HH (emergency)

Number of HH that do not have access to soap

54 HH

> 9 of 54 HH (emergency)

Number of HH without handwashing knowledge

55 HH

> 9 of 55 HH (emergency)

Number of HH that do not defecate in an improved toilet

53 HH

> 13 of 53 HH (emergency)

Overall average number of people per toilet

44 HH

> 43 ppl per toilet (emergency)

5.2 Random Location Sampling

It is possible to select a sample of households within a refugee camp by choosing random coordinates
within the boundaries of the camp, and surveying the households closest to those coordinates. The
recommended method for the evaluation of WASH services in emergency settings is to generate 20
random coordinates within the camp, and collect information from the 3 HH closest to each of those
random coordinates, for a total of 60 HH. In situations where resources are extremely limited, a total of 30
HH can be sampled (10 clusters of 3 HH), and the appropriate thresholds in Table 2 can be used. When
random location samples are collected, the average value cannot be calculated as usual, due to a bias
that is introduced by the differences in population density throughout the camp. Instead, the individual
values must be adjusted by multiplying them by the number of households in the cluster (3) divided by
the area of a circle with a radius equal to the distance between the random coordinate and the furthest
household in the 3 HH cluster. Given the lack of experience with cluster sampling methods by UNHCR and
partners, it is strongly advised that the design effects and intracluster correlation coefficients for the abovedescribed method be monitored in the field. The values in the threshold table above (Table 2) are based
on the intracluster correlation coefficients reported in a previous UNHCR-commissioned study (Verbyla
and Schweitzer, 2016), which was based on simulations with data from three refugee camps in Ethiopia.

5.3 Additional studies recommended

Although the sample size and sampling approach are important determinants in the accuracy of any
estimator for WASH variables, it is as important to ensure that the administration of the survey minimizes
the introduction of bias. The bias can come in the form of errors or sloppy execution. This bias can be
minimized through adequate training of surveyors on the ideal approach. However, given the unique
conditions for conducting samples in refugee camps in addition the lack of studies on the most effective
and efficient way to capture samples in a refugee camp context, it is recommended that UNHCR
conduct additional studies. These studies should validate the most effective way for random selection of
households in the field. Possible strategies could include the use of remote sensing technologies, google
maps, etc. Such studies should be designed so as to develop tools that can be used to inform sampling
design. Such tools could include excel sheets to help calibrate sample size calculations (i.e. automated
calculations of ICC, margin of error in estimators, etc.) or web based tools that can be used to generate
maps (e.g. chloropleth maps) for decision making during recovery periods.
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Annex A:
Generating census-level data for hypothetical camp
populations
A Bayesian model was used to make inference on parameters that define the distributions of WASH
characteristics for hypothetical camp populations. These distributions were based on systematic 300
household surveys from the Hilaweyn, Kobe, and Melkadida camps in Ethiopia. These camps have total
populations of 3092, 4099, and 3778 households, respectively. Census-level data on all the households
were not available. However, this type of data was needed in order to evaluate differences in the precision
of the different sampling approaches. Therefore, census-level data were generated for three hypothetical
camps of the same size as the actual camps in Ethiopia. These “hypothetical” camps were used for the
simulations.
The data for these hypothetical camp populations were created using an algorithm that generated responses
for each household in the three hypothetical camps, using probability distributions that were determined
based on the 300 HH data sets. All calculations were performed using R version 3.3.1 with JAGS version
4.2.0. For each household, two random draws of a probability (i.e., a number between 0 and 1) were made.
The first random probability drawn was used to select a value for the parameter(s) of the distributions that
were assumed for each variable. For example: HHSIZE was assumed to follow a Poisson distribution (and the
first random draw was used to select from the probability distribution of the parameter lambda); LITRES was
assumed to follow a gamma distribution (and the first random draw was used to select from the probability
distributions of the parameters alpha and beta); SOAP was assumed to follow a Dirichlet distribution (and the
first random draw was used to select from the probability distribution of the proportions for each of the three
categories), and HWASH was assumed to follow a Bernoulli distribution (and the first random draw was used
to select from the probability distribution of the parameter phi). The second random draw of a probability (a
number between 0 and 1) was used to select a value for the (hypothetical) response to the survey question,
assuming the value of the parameter(s) chosen with the first random draw. To simulate interdependence
between variables like HHSIZE and LITRES (e.g. households with more people collect more water), for each
iteration, the same random draw of a probability was used to draw values for lambda, alpha, and beta.
As described above, the probabilities used to generate the responses to the survey questions were
randomly generated, meaning that their order was arbitrary. This resulted in lists of data that could be
described as “well-mixed” or homogenous (with no autocorrelation). However, in reality, WASH services in
a refugee camp will most likely be heterogeneous, with spatial autocorrelation. In other words, the WASH
service indicators for household units located near each other will probably tend to be similar. Spatial
autocorrelation affects the precision of systematic and cluster sampling approaches.
To simulate spatial autocorrelation, the values for the census-level data for the hypothetical camp populations
were sorted by the random probabilities (i.e., the “first random draw of a probability” described above) that
were used to draw parameters that defined the distributions for the values. These first random draws of
probabilities were used to choose values for the parameters of the distributions defining the hypothetical
survey response values, not the values themselves. Therefore, when the final list was sorted by these first
probabilities, it resulted in a list that was auto-correlated, but not sorted. Hypothetical houses next to each
other on the list had essentially the same probabilities of displaying similar response values for each survey
question, but their response values for each survey question were not necessarily similar (because the actual
response was chosen with independent second random draws of probabilities). Figure A1 shows how this
method resulted in census-level data that resembled populations from which the 300 HH surveys could have
been gathered.
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Figure A1. Simulated census-level values generated for the three hypothetical camp populations
(shown as red, blue, and green markers for Camps 1, 2, and 3, respectively) compared to data
from the 300 household surveys (shown in black circle markers) administered in three actual
refugee camps in Ethiopia.
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